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Summary 
What is our world about? We talk about the growing information stream, faster and faster traffic. This is connected with the pressure to develop adaptive capability in situations of cultural and national matching. In talking about this, we can see tourism as a factor aiding in the decreasing of tension, the breaking down of interpersonal barriers, etc. Tourism offers both information and experience, as well as value orientation. Tourism belongs to the postmodern way of life. There are also psychological aspects of tourism. Interpersonal communication is one of these. We also can see individual tourism as a processing of our own beliefs, values, attitudes in communication with ourselves during journeys, vacation trips, and also in communication with “messages” that we can find in monuments and so on. We can also specifically consider the following areas of psychology of tourism: the lifestyle and free time phenomenon the “genius loci” experience the “home” phenomenon tourism motivation and others. Tourism can be considered a helper with current world problems - via offering new information, knowledge and orientation through personal experience. 

INTRODUCTION

The character of contemporary époque is connected with the phenomena of globalization, fragmentation or localization, with special interest in the co-existence of various ethnicities, getting to know each other etc. 
It is a challenge for psychology as well.  Other interesting psychological topics would be – free (leisure) time, meeting new surroundings, traveling and tourism as its special form, the home phenomenon etc. For all these areas let us use the label geopsychology. It is rather new term. A similar term that we can find in literature is psychogeography (or a term similar in content: behavioral geography, which is about the surroundings and the events in them that influence people’s behavior, the impact of globalization, global social changes, psychological aspects of life in large cities and so on). Most of the authors are geography specialists affiliated with psychology or sociology. But we want to use psychology as a basis. We are psychologists. 
In literature we can find some similar topics: the psychology of tourism (esp. among Italian authors), ecological psychology, environmental psychology (la psychologie de l´espace) as well as the previously mentioned behavioral geography. Many journals concentrate on environment – behavior – design of environment.
Despite this, there is rather small number of authors and sources in psychology which refer to the importance of, for instance, tourism and its role in the future.

POSTMODERN CONNECTIONS
Postmodernism is a used, misused, hated and loved term connected to philosophy, sociology, art and recently also psychology. There are many, many opinions as to what it is and what it is not, what it should and should not be.
First of all it means plurality, variety and tolerance.  In psychology, postmodernism is associated with the co-existence and changes of many states of mind, experiences, attitudes, opinions, plurality, polyphony. It also refers to the plurality of world realities reflected by a person. Such plurality seems to be valid in its contexts. The tolerance of plurality inevitably leads to stress in grasping one’s identity or as to the feeling of existence of a center, of a unifying point of view.  Yes, a feeling of being unified inside and with environment is basic human need but there are unknown boundaries and the possibility of variety.  Postmodern psychology is, among other things, about just the zone of tolerance in which we discuss variety and uncertainty. Psychological variety is paralleled by language usage. Many postmodern discourses concern language, language (speech) plays (see L. Wittgenstein). 
Seeing the world, traveling, and tourism are good examples of this. External impulses are for different people similar but the mental outcome, descriptions, and evaluations can differ extremely. We can only ask people what they saw in a country they have visited – what different expressions we get… But changes in evaluation can also be found in a person. It depends on the situation -- where and with whom we are, in what mental state, what cognitive filters we use… One result of the postmodern discussion is that what or who we are is not a matter of personal essence but of how we are constructed in different social groups. 
Giddens (1998) asserts that postmodernism is a phase of modernism. As if modernism releases itself from fast strain forwards and gives chances to parallel, concurrent and backwards views, thus creating  a new space ("spaceness"). In addition, time is also released;  there is an open possibility to perceive time dynamics, go backwards, find different streams of time, perceive blind history lines etc. 
Let us point to a connection between postmodernism and tourism (maybe one of many other connections): Guenther (1996) points to two kinds of tourist experiences – authentic tourism (Tourismus des Autentischen) and scenic tourism (Tourismus der Inszenierung). The scenic kind represents a postmodern version of tourism.  Why? Here we can speak about the completion of various stimulations, suggestions, experiences into a picture, our own picture, a mosaic that need not be too close to the original, authentic landscape, city, event, occurrence.  
Another author, Rotpart (1997) discusses  tourism in the context of postmodern society. He shows that lifestyle, free time, and forms of travel, in relation to our identities, experience character, time perception and life rituals. He is also interested in the influence of virtual reality modeling and in so-called cyberspace as new possibilities for travel. And it is again an issue of an authentic and scenic traveling experience. With a bit of fancy, we can imagine a technology offering to our senses any place on Earth we could experience in a chair. 
 
Mundt (1990) asserts that the basic experience of all traveling and recreation is a time change perception.  After an arrival into an unknown environment, we are so overwhelmed by the amount of stimulation that after a few days we are inclined  to feel that we have been there for ages. In other cases, we mention that our trip home seems to be shorter in comparison to the trip to our destination… An interesting space – time curvature, isn’t it? Sure, there can be many variables intervening. Relativity of time perception may also be found in fairy tales – I can recall one in which a rich farmer wanted his people to work more. A clever fellow had advised him how to make time longer –  it could be done by turning a big wheel with a crank. But the effect could be reached only under the condition that the person turning was the one wanting to make time longer. It was very hard  and the farmer soon became tired with the feeling that time runs so slowly and the day is endless …
Mehrabian´s classic  book (1976) represents spaces that people go through in their lives. Such spaces are defined not only by space or location but also by related experience.


EDUCATION, HEALTH, AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF TOURISM

There is plenty of  literature concerning the aspects mentioned above. We can recall Goethe and his travel to Italy (Italienreise). We can view this as educational travel but we know that Goethe had been in a personal crisis and tried to look for a solution in Italy. Most recent tourist travel has both recreational and educational aspects (see Glaubitz, 1994). Schmidt (1997) points to the psychotherapeutic aspects of traveling, esp. in its group form (information gathering and sorting, interpersonal attitude comparisons, the overcoming of obstacles, clarifying motivation, etc.). Travel and tourism also refer us to a metaphor: real travel – soul travel, path; in both cases we can look for goals and work on them. Tourist group dynamics may be powerful: common experience, endeavor,  tiredness, support, inclinations, anger etc. It is all very similar to group therapeutic processes. Hawkins (1988) mentions therapeutic travels in chronic psychiatric patients. 
Despite this, health aspects of tourism and traveling are not clear enough. Travel can also bring on health problems. Statistics show that about 80% of the health problems we encounter during vacation time are relapses of  a chronic illness. Boulos et al (1995) have thought of a solution for sleep disorders caused by long flights and offer a light therapy which we know from the therapy of depression. 

ANOTHER FORM OF TRAVELLING - IMAGINATION, VIRTUAL TOURISM etc.
We know people who have surprising  knowledge of geography no opportunity to travel, for many reasons (money, health and so on). But they study, listen to the narrations of travelers, use videos and films, read books, have their pen friends  – and thus systematically create relations to other countries and people. As an example: a few generations have ”traveled” the world thanks to the novels of J. Verne. Together with Captain Grant, children and crazy but educated Mr. Paganel we can follow a route through  South America, Oceania, Australia and New Zealand following the latitude of 37 south. Who would affirm that our imaginations, relations, esthetic, ethics and interpersonal  experience and feelings caught and formed in that way are of no value?  In world of plurality, various views and approaches have the same right to exist.  Of course, we are not asserting that to see a real place and to read about is  the same. It is not! But these are just various possibilities for seeing the world.
Let us once again mention the quick way of getting to foreign countries. We can recall the novels of Goethe, Verne, Stevenson, Cervantes (and e.g. Čapek and Durych in Czech), the music of Dvořák (Symphony from The New World, Rimsky-Korsakov with his princess Seherezad´s fairy tales, Schumann´s  About foreign countries and people, or Mendelson-Bartholdy´s Scotch symphony with its overture Hebrides : There is a special beauty in the  Scotch islands, the moody atmosphere of the Scotch landscape with misty scenes, the rocky coast over the ever stormy sea, with taciturn people who are so seldom cheerful but when so, from the depths of their souls… (text from the concert guide). What is the truth about Hebrides?  Is there any?
We can meet with a fancy landscape, people and situations (let us say: with a fancy world) in literature – books such as Lavondrys or The Neverending story, but also in sci-fi  and the like. It is something  like virtual reality. Perhaps there are condensed human experiences, types of archetypal experiences offered to us in  fairy-tale form.  
How should we relate to virtual traveling? Acceptable – unacceptable? Possible – impossible? Postmodern frames ask for tolerance. In addition, from the psychological point of view, such a form of traveling could help in the strengthening of the imagination and tendencies to search the real world.  A wide scale of alternative forms of travel may be found in various shamanic rites and their endeavors to catch wisdom etc. see, for instance, Castaneda´s books on Don Juan, in which real troublesome physical wandering is connected with spiritual searching, music, dancing, drug usage etc. so that a changed state of awareness is reached.  This all is a condition for new experiences, a  new reality, and desired knowledge.  More and more often we come across a discussion about these ways during scientific conferences. Here I am reminded of Michael Harmer’s lecture on Reaching wisdom through shamanic traveling at a psychotherapeutic congress in Vienna 1996.  

Postmodern basis of psychology (and of geopsychology)

WORLD AND HOME SPACES 
Summary:
The author recalls the historical multi-dimensionality of reality, esp. surrealism, psychogeography, and virtual geography. Reality modeling by computers is a rather well known access to virtuality. But psychological dimensions and parallels are other more common versions of virtuality. 


”The world now is not what it used to be”, we can hear sometimes. Yes, this is true. And the speed of the changes is growing.  But there is also a qualitative change. Is there not, except for building styles, societal orders, etc., any substantial change? Let us mention, for instance, art, where the cubist style at the beginning of the  XX. century gripped and re-created the world, under pressure to switch the rule of reality construction to surrealism.  Painters of this style offer views to some deeper or higher dimensions and spaces, letting them go through each other. The viewer is offered  entrance into such an over (sur)- ,under- , or by- world. Let us recall, for example, F. Picabia and P. Picasso. New space possibilities referred to new spaces in our minds …
After World  War 2nd, another provocation occurred. Lettriste International (LI) in France discussed  styles of architecture and urbanism. Guy Debord published  his Introduction to urban  geography critique in 1955. This was the start of the psychogeography movement. Psychogeography rejected the only focus into our minds and the search for a covered spring  (as surrealists used to do in their automatic writing technique). But, on the other hand, psychogeography had conformed to psychoanalytical terminology and its landscape interpretations. 
Nevertheless, psychogeographical research is interesting in its own way. We can recall playful situations in which a person is getting to know an unknown city with the help of a map – but a map of some other city! The idea is to open oneself in a childish way  and with pure curiosity and expectation let the city exist  and influence us in its full strength. It is a way to set free (maybe to liberate) a city, town, village or a landscape from a layer of our everyday perceptual habits.

Genius loci

Personally, speaking about globalization I realize there are some differences in its perception. Taking it rather simply there is a rather technical form of globalization, coolly represented by a stream of money and energy, electronic closeness, etc. People are encouraged to live closer or together, use common means, common currency, one language etc.,  but they seem to be unprepared, non habituated. What results can we expect?
Let us add that this is not a new idea, of course.
I can imagine another form of making people able to live in similar conditions, a similar atmosphere, using similar or the same habits – let us take Galicia  as a example. For more than 1 000 years, pilgrims would come to Santiago de Compostela to see St. Jacob’s cathedral  and take part in a mass.  But not only simply to come to Santiago – there was a need to use a special route from Pamplona, Burgos, Valladolid and Leon, meditate and bring stones along (I guess as a symbol of making the world more close, more global, and as a symbol of one’s  effort to overcome the difficulty of living…). The cathedral used to be open all day and night and thus prepared to welcome pilgrims wanting to touch St. James’s shoulder and kiss it. The atmosphere of the church is colored with special activities such as potafumero. Nobody can forget this . It is said that St. James knew very well that touching holiness should be reached through the senses and joy. 

Feelings and inner experiences connected with this is are (as I see it) a more appropriate and more acceptable way of  making people live together, making it  more familiar, making it appropriately global. And special places helping this accepts the characteristics of genius loci. 
Yes, people wander to get something  beneficial. In Chartres, for instance, they are looking for the  gift of Mother Earth. (see  Charpentier´s book The Mystery of Chartres Cathedral).  Or simply recall the holy place of Delphi and it’s sibyls.  People did not build  dolmens, menhirs and later churches only for aesthetic pleasure. 
It rather was  an apparatus for catching  a spirit, an energy that should help to reach some convenient mental state and experiences. Such states should help in orientation in the world. In other words, people tried to create situations in which some solutions could be better captured.  So, such buildings or localities should be perceived  as a symbol or an invitation, a call  for seeking, following. Genius loci means an atmosphere, spirit of a place, locality. Psychologically it is hard to define: perhaps it is a combination of natural conditions, cultural impact, but also climate conditions, weather, and the actual psychological and physical tuning of a person.  In such a situation we can often experience various feelings of  mystery, grandness, closeness to nature, God etc.  Yes, there could be  known or  unknown  physical influences ,but social atmosphere and our own projection can also play a role. We can talk about sublime, grand, majestic  mountains, contemplative, pensive, meditative forests, nostalgia of an old castle, a cathedral´s mysticism etc. This all involves the connection of our experiences and the neutral  phenomena of buildings, nature etc.
	When we are more active and open,  we are more likely to find genius loci.  The active familiarization with a place, not just its visit, is appropriate ground  for a dialogue with the place and its spirit.  Precisely speaking, we also get to know ourselves (our expectations, needs, habits, fears and so on). So we have the potential to enliven places. I imagine that C.G. Jung would nod his head to the idea that such wandering or pilgrimage could bring some old, archetypal structures of our experiences and behavior to life and offer us a chance to get deeper into our  minds. 
Every historical period has projected its experience, habits, points of view onto a way of  structuring  its  cities, the building of  houses or churches. For example, the Roman oppidum as well as the the modern city narrate about the needs, values etc. of their inhabitants.  Everybody entering is influenced by it. In addition, everybody entering has his own expectations. How difficult would it be to reconstruct the combination of all those phenomena.  We can recall some attempts in psychogeography. 
Let us accept a hypothesis:the spontaneous influence of a phenomenon (nature, a church, city, landscape etc.) is a one pole of a scale on which the opposite pole is a constructivist point of view in the world is: there is no inner meaning.  And we are oscillating on a the scale of seeing the world. So, we are influenced by what our ancestors had put into the world by structuring it and we add our experience, expectations, projections (our actual and long-term states). Finally, we deconstruct and construct our world. 
So, we are active enough in perceiving our surroundings. In discussing all of this, we can refer to the very important role of guides and various managers in tourism. These are persons  helping us to select relevant or important data about the world. Are they not? 

Home phenomenon

Home and home phenomenon seem to be a  special form of genius loci. The world is being psychologically reduced, but also becoming more fragmental , losing a center. Localities,  places are less important, people feel fewer obligations to them.  (See describes it in his book  Future Shock – 1970, esp. chapters Calling of home and Extinction of geography) 

Nevertheless, very often, home is connected with a locality, with a place. And home is very often perceived with a centrality, with a center of our world. But, concerning the growth of mobility, migration and postmodern liquidation of world centrality, is not there a danger of our out-rooting? Wouldn’t we become homeless persons? This is very hard to answer.
Home - relations and home - experiences differ.  We can find them in many songs and poems. Almost all national traditions reflect this in verse such as ”My home, my heart…”. The English conception, for instance, sound solidly conservative to me: ”My house, my castle…”. Or another verse from an old English language textbook: :”When fools go prating far and nigh, we stay at home, my dog and I”. 

People were not sharply aware of their home in the times of minimal mobility (I refer to our central European atmosphere). This was due to so few travels and returns home. So, there were not such strong emotional bonds to home. Conversely, in case of traveling, individual or social mobility, or in time of war or repression of nationality, home and connected feelings usually rose higher. People also appreciate home more in situations when they lose it. Home calls. But it differs in intensity concerning me, you and other people. There are habits, traditions, individual and collective experiences.

Let us further clarify  interactions  of the world and the home. As a basis, let us propose world oscillation – energy, money, information and other interconnections, or  fragmentation on the other side; and relate of it all to the psychological curving of time and space. In a comparable way we can speak about home oscillation – of experiences and intensity, space characteristics, center etc. Here are some important features of home:

HOME PHENOMENON
·	Space characteristics
·	Geographic characteristics
·	Related objects
·	Related people
·	Senses stimuli
·	Typical activities
·	Symbols
·	Emotional characteristics
·	Time characteristics
·	Cultural and political connections
·	Real – virtual characteristics


The most common questions are Where are you from? Where is your home? And answers:  I was born in…, I often go to …, I feel good in …; Or When I am in H.K. my home is in our house, being out of H.K. I feel my home is all H.K. and I feel being at home also in flat of my boyfriend in P.  Yes, home is often connected with a certain locality. But there are differences among people. One can assign as a home a house, town, landscape, country etc. Speaking about globalization it is possible to see Europe as our home, when we are traveling we can say that our home is beyond the mountains, over the ocean … How astronauts feel their home? Is it not the whole Earth? When traveling very often (e.g. because of my profession), home may change altogether or it may also diminish.  Recall the European unification  processes. What do they mean for home experience? 

Home experience could be associated with geographical characteristics, e.g. highlands, mountains, plain, landscape with lakes etc. Let us imagine a simple experiment in which we are to sort landscape pictures in a scale Home  –  Not home. As for me, I know …

Many objects are also connected with our homes. Objects that have become psychological dominants , e.g. furniture, dishes, books, clothing, toys etc. When traveling, these objects may play the role of fetish representing  one’s home.  Children in particular, thanks to their imagination, are able to create a home atmosphere  using a small toy. Recall also the Latin phrase Omnia mea mecum porto. 

Connection of home experience with persons can also be easy understood.  So, home can be then perceived where those persons (parents and other relatives) are present or remembered.  Home experience may arise from meeting an acquaintance abroad or a person speaking the same language. 

Our senses have a strong  affinity  to emotions.  After many years we accidentally  smell a scent and say: This is how it smelled home when I was a boy! 

Home experience may be connected also with an activity that we used to do often or that was associated with pleasure (gardening,  playing, sports etc.). 

Home connecting experiences may be associated  with folk songs or hearing or singing a national anthem,  seeing  a national flag .

We know  that sometime people have strong negative recollections of their homes. Can we imagine any other stronger reason than an interpersonal one? We know also that interpersonal relationships need not  be based on  reality, but that imaginary interaction or old interpersonal schemes (see Knobloch, Knoblochova, 1999) may also affect our perceptions and feelings. One example is how mental, let us say virtual reality influences our lives. 

Home characteristics may oscillate in time. In older people we can see  a strengthening of the  home perception, home evaluation (a return to home).  During the traveling mentioned we can also feel the loss of home more strongly, this is home focusing.  Time oscillation can be traced in many sentences: After returning home …, She lost her home when …, 

Home experiences may almost burst and strengthen  in society during critical moments when homes may be lost, destroyed or regained and the like. For our country are esp. important these dates: 1620, 1939, 1945, 1968, 1989.

As we can see, the world and home have many interactions – from locality, objects and activities to psychological sides, let us say virtuality.  In addition, we can expect different interference of these strings.

The home phenomenon may be defined as a quality of relation to the world as well as  to oneself. We suppose that the home phenomenon is close to the experience of peace, safety, pleasure, belonging to somewhere and someone etc. discussions on the topic of home may arise also because these experiences are rather unspecific as to a connection with a situation or locality. Of course, the connection with places where we live with our families is most natural and easy. But it is not the only possibility for gaining these experiences. We can gain them in completely atypical situations. If this is true, we are very close to the idea that we always bring our homes  with us.
And, in the end, we can add that through understanding the world we understand our homes. And vice versa!
POSTMODERN DEFENSE
	You should not travel everywhere, take snapshots, and collect the stamps in your passports, and pictures in albums. 

You should not be interested in where other people are traveling to and where they have been. 
In case you travel somewhere, you need not become vexed or worry about whether some other places are be better. Everywhere you can find original and unrepeatable places and situations. 
	You are not forced to travel at all.  

You need not to search, remember, and understand all you come across.
You need not to have your own opinion concerning what (or: whom) you meet. 
You need not to be satisfied with, or to refuse all you meet.
There is only the need to take your responsibility for your decision.

Communicative aspects
In tourism, communication is important in the following sense:
	Interpersonal communication and communication mediated by cultural products (we meet with architecture, buildings, castles, churches etc.) with a master builder.

Inner communication or communication with oneself  (i.e. cognitive assimilation, often in the form of inner conversation).  In everyday life we can often find poetic words like this: to sing with a river … to have a talk with a tree … to be silent like a landscape … to confront a proud  castle … etc. It is a sort of inner conversation, a searching for states of mind. 

Tourism uses group form as its specific feature. The reasons are economic, at first. In any case, psychology points to another advantage – it is a group experience. We know how social facilitation  can enhance not only a behavioral achievement but also the total experience. This is due to discussion, confrontations of one’s views, and emotion and experience sharing. 
We propose that a phenomenon (nature, cultural scene etc.) does not have an inherent meaning. The meaning is to be constructed by people. And because there is always another tourist group facing cultural monuments and the like, or the same person comes to the same place but after some time, in other mood, with new experiences and the like, we can expect many, many meanings. The phenomenon itself also changes (time, weather, light) and so offers other stimuli to observers.
 Social dynamics in the context of a non-common environment also creates  popular topics in novels or travel books. 

The life style and free time phenomenon.
What does free time mean for people? If we ask,we learn that it is a moment when ”all is done”, when  one can ”take a rest”,  when we can ”relax”, when we have ”time for ourselves and our friends”,  When we can ”go where we want  and do what we want” and the like.  But, in everyday life, there is never ”all prepared and done”, there is always the challenge to continue – sounds positive, doesn’t it? – but there is not enough time … Managers break down  during vacations, thinking  of money they lose  laying on  a beach  and having ”free time”. We can imagine that free time is a space where a person can come more close to herself. Such closeness can help us animate and  strengthen ourselves, or , on the contrary, it can bring us anxiety  and uncertainty.  So, there is a question concerning the fast, hectic, non-relaxed  way of our life: isn’t it, maybe partially,  a way of flight from the already mentioned closeness to ourselves? 
It is a bit more complicated, of course.  Everyone is free to choose his own form of vacation. We can spend all the time laying on a beach and tanning if we want. Despite this, the guide is expected to offer  us something more – to take a trip, climb a hill, make acquaintance  and so on. A more active form of spending our free time would lead us to broaden our knowledge and understanding, and strengthen our potencies. But, on the contrary, being too active may mean that we are rather unable to relax or change our schedules. 

	How can we understand traveling?  1) In the sense of using of roads, in sense of tourism, recreation. There is often a commercial background – get a good bronze  at the seashore, to take snapshots of one’s family in Egypt and the like. 2) Traveling in the sense of looking for paths, wandering, re-creation as deeper renewal, renovation, individuation, looking for spirits of places, etc.   
We can find a mixture, a blend of these aspects in a certain situation, of course.

In thinking about travel (or tourist  action generally speaking) we can find several points of view in people’s referring to their travel afterwards:
	Relaxation: It was fine … I have relaxed, reposed, … it certainly was a thrill,  etc.

Aesthetic: That was marvelous, beautiful, nice…
Education:  When thinking about it now… I have realized …Now I know… I see…,I will try… etc.
Health:  It made me good… I feel better… It helped me with my pains and troubles…etc.
Psychology: It war difficult, but we…, Those people were…, Together we…, In comparison with that we now…(stabilizing personality structure, overcoming fears, finding new friends, experience etc.)
And there are other aspects. 
We must also not forget the ethics of traveling. Especially when understanding tourism as a modern form of traveling and investing money in building new hotels, roads and other facilities. Are we sure that in doing this we are not suppressing the culture of a place, original landscapes, habits and way of life of a region´s inhabitants?
This contrast of economic and ethic aspects can often be found in our world. In other words – our freedom should be taken in frames of responsibility, shouldn’t it?


Psychological reconstruction

Many tourists, after visiting monuments, old towns, castles, typically ask what it meant to live there in old times. What did they eat, dress, and love… Maybe you know a situation in which people discuss what is the real life in a country. They point to their own experience or someone´s opinion. But there is no final answer. There are so many levels for perceiving and describing our world. In addition, participants in such discussions project their own views, motivations, etc.  As many as there are people, so many are there vocabularies. So, a visitor can create her own truth  that is as right as the truth of a surveyor or a geographer. 
Consent can be reached more easily when nature, landscape, or weather is concerned. 
Inner contact with a locality, an animation of a phenomenon, monument and the like can be reached with a special form of seeing it. For instance: a friend of mine has chosen his own killed soldier in Verdun (the site of a cruel battle in the World War I ) and whenever traveling there he stops to meditate for a while. What is this about? It  is probably something like an anchor helping to stop and experience one´s own identity in a world which is changing so fast and bombarding us with such an amount of different stimuli. Unfortunately, we can often see another tendency to catch and fix our own existence in the form of writing or scratching one’s name in the wall stones of castles, churches etc.  
Another interesting form of capturing something that transcends us is to undergo a pilgrimage, a wandering  in the steps of some famous person or to repeat some rites from ancient times (e.g. wandering to Santiago de Compostela). It is like a tourism of  a ”gramophone needle” = reanimate a spirit of a space, story and take part in it in order to find (maybe for a moment) also one’s place (and importance) in all-human-story.
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